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Message from the CEO
With the new year upon us, I want to take this opportunity to sincerely thank
all of the customers, partners, vendors, team members, friends, and family of
WestGen for truly making 2015 a year to remember. You’re the reason that this
company is where it is today, In addition to your support of the company as a
whole, the overwhelmingly positive response that we’ve received towards our
decision to build a new office has been both encouraging and inspiring. Your
enthusiasm has reinforced our belief that a Western Genetic Centre, owned by
Western producers, is as valued by our membership now as it has ever been, if
not more so.
For WestGen, 2015 was one of our most significant growth years in recent
memory. This speaks highly of our ability as a flexible organization to adapt
to the changing landscape of our industry. This past year has been an exciting
one, filled with new developments, completed projects, and challenges that
pushed us to become a better company. We remain committed to putting
our customers at the forefront of everything we do, and to supporting the
research, promotion, and youth of our Western Canadian Dairy and Beef
industries. The WCC, Dairy$en$e, 4-H, local Holstein clubs, our Endowment
Fund, and our Education Awards are all very near and dear to the heart
of WestGen, as are the numerous other industry projects that we provide
assistance to each year. As a recent example, you’ll read in this Bullseye issue
about the new GeneBank program that we’ve developed to help improve
genetic advancement and technology access for our members. As our
company continues to grow in the coming years, we look forward to being
able to provide more and more support to the causes and projects that matter
most to our Western producers.
Again, thank you to each of you for your business, your patience, your loyalty,
and especially for your feedback. The tremendous strides we were able to
make in 2015 were largely due to your participation, interaction and openness
with us. We hope to see you all at our Annual General Meeting in March, and
look forward to having you with us as we embark on what looks to be a very
exciting 2016!

Chris Parry

ENTER TO WIN!
Visit us at our winter Trade Show booths
to enter the draw!

Prize includes:
1 night stay for 2
at the Rimrock Resort Hotel,
Banff, Alberta

HELICOPTER
TOUR FOR 2

(during the National Holstein
Convention)

and a 2 person Helicopter
Tour on Friday, April 22.
DRAW DATE: March 22, 2016
www.westgen.com/community/helicopter

WestGen is proud to be the
Banff Pinnacle Sponsor
of the 2016 National Holstein Convention
April 20-23, Banff, Alberta

AGM & WeSTGEN DAYS
MARCH 21-23, 2016
RAMADA PLAZA, ABBOTSFORD
Join us for a great event filled with speakers,
entertainment, farm tours, great food and more.
Talk to your WestGen Advisor about travel opportunities

days

Watch for more details at www.westgen.com

Genomax Update

The December 2015 Genetic Evaluation Release saw a large group
of former Genomax bulls graduate into active service; and a couple
of weeks later, they’re looking to be pretty popular commodities
with western Canadian producers. If the Genomax bulls of the
December 2012 list proved to be a remarkable group, which of
the Genomax bulls of the December 2015 list should you consider
using?
WestGen offers you the most elite active genomic bull list in the
country, at the lowest average price. The 22 bulls on the December
list are sired by 15 different bulls, and they average 3134 GLPI,
2057 Pro$, 1326kg Milk and over 15 Conformation! With the
average registered Canadian Holstein born in 2015 having an LPI
of about 2350, Pro$ of 900, 650kg Milk and 6.5 Conformation,
substantial gain could be achieved in many herds by using a random
assortment of these Genomax sires in your breeding program.
However we know not everyone likes
randomly using sires, so for those
interested in the fine art of breeding,
here’s a few things you should know
about some of the next potential chart
topping proven bulls.
Morningview UPRIGHT is a Kingboy
(McCutchen x Super x Shottle)
from Morningview Uno Danika
Upright’s Great-Granddam
GP-84-2YR-USA. Danika descends
Early Autumn Golden Rae EX-93-2E-USA
from the heart of the Scientific branch
of the Queen of the Breed Roxys, through a 92 point second calf
Baxter that had produced over 51,000kg of milk by her 6th birthday.
Behind her there are 7 more Excellent dams, which should give
some confidence to his 15 for Conformation. A pedigree like this is a
nice feature for the #2 bull on the GPA LPI list!
Progenesis NOVO is an Immunity+ Doorman son that descends from
the heart of De-Su’s ‘Queen of Genomics’ family with the Oman
daughter 6121 as his 4th dam. He inherited his sire’s conformation
genes giving him a 19 type rating and 21 on his direct genomics
for type. Like his sire he’s expected to be an udder specialist and
transmit outstanding health traits. He’s the top type bull by 2 points
within the Top 100 young bulls LPI list, with an LPI of 3206.
There’s 7 other new additions that will be featured in future
Bullseyes. Just remember, whichever bulls you choose, the WestGen
Genomax list is your source for genomic young bull power!
TM
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And the
winners are:

February 13-26

TRIP FOR 2 TO BRAZIL:
Philipsen Dairies Ltd.,
Acme, AB

You want to set goals for your herd and track
current performance against that number
while keeping an eye on where you were last
month, last year and against your desired peer
group. Every KPI provides all 5 measures in an
easy-to read graphic summary. The report is
revolutionary for its graphic display making it a joy
to work with and a great tool to use with all your
advisors and your staff. Want to know more? Talk to your WestGen Advisor
about how to enroll for your monthly report.

DJI Phantom 3
Advanced Quadcopter Drone:
Rachel Boonstoppel, Trilea Farm
Grunthal, MB (via Facebook entry)
AG-MEDIX Animal Thermometer:
Brandsma Farms Ltd.,
Salmon Arm, BC
Congratulations and thank you to all who participated!
#wgbrazil16

WestGen Endowment Fund Update

Twice a year WestGen invites individuals and groups to send applications for
funding support. High priority areas continue to include 4-H and other youth
development activities, extension education and applied research – many
of which have additional co-funding sponsorships. The committee met in
November to review the latest applications. Here is a list of the applicant and
a brief description of the project that received a commitment of WestGen
funding and the amount awarded:
Dr. Gordon Atkins, University of Calgary - A study of the anatomical
characteristics associated with foot conformation in dairy cows to identify
conformation traits associated with fewer foot lesions.
Daria Taylor, Alberta Milk - Future Leaders Conference 2016

$ 24,950
$ 20,620

Fabienne Uehlinger, Western College of Veterinary Medicine – Empowering
dairy producers to improve calf health

$15,000

Dr. Steph Rhebergen, Abbotsford Veterinary Clinic – Study of objective
measures to evaluate acupuncture as a treatment for injuries in dairy cattle

$ 10,000

BC 4-H – Annual Sponsorship

$ 5,000

Alberta 4-H – Annual Sponsorship

$ 5,000

Saskatchewan 4-H – Annual Sponsorship

$ 2,500

Manitoba 4-H – Annual Sponsorship

$ 2,500

Western Canadian Classic – 2016 Sponsorship

$20,000

Apply to the WestGen Endowment Fund by March 31, 2016!
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You’ve seen lots of Benchmarking reports but we’re confident when
you see a copy of your DairyTrack report,
you’ll throw all the others out the window.
It’s not that the other reports aren’t useful,
it’s just that in the evolutionary process of
taking good ideas and making them better,
DairyTrack is leaps and bounds better than
what has been available.

http://westgen.com/community/endowmentfund

HCD:

In July we became aware of a new genetic
recessive trait with economic significance called
HCD (Haplotype Cholesterol Deficiency) which
in animals carrying both copies of the recessive
gene means eventual death during calfhood. Since the discovery, the University
of Liège in Belgium has identified the gene mutation responsible for the genetic
defect. With knowledge about the haplotype and a list of known carriers, the
researchers were able to identify the corresponding causative mutation. The
discovery means that animals can now be tested to determine whether they are a
carrier with a reliability of 100%. It’s an important step in reducing the incidence
of this - still recently discovered - genetic defect.
WestGen has chosen to identify HCD carriers in its marketing materials to assist
producers with their sire selection choices.

DECEMBER HOLSTEIN
PROOF SHEET
CORRECTIONS

BRAZIL
2016

Gremlins got into our proof sheet process this round – with
apologies, here are some corrections to take note of:
1. Traits for SOLOMON and AKYOL-RED were reversed on the proof sheet:
DGV
LPI

TPI

PTAT

DGV
CONF

Walnutlawn SOLOMON

2801

2094

3.60

20

Gen-I-Beq AKYOL-RED

2859

2154

1.94

12

THURL
PLACEMENT

RUMP
ANGLE

PIN
SETTING

PIN
WIDTH

1B

3H

-3

5

BULL NAME

2. Correct order for Rump Traits for ALBANIA
BULL NAME

View-Home ALBANIA

3. The red cow in the SYMPATICO composite picture on the Feature Bulls page is
incorrectly named. She should be: Curr-vale Dutchapple Red GP-82-2YR-USA.
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Making it Easy!

Heatime Upgrade Program

Available for a limited time - January - February 2016
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With a

IVF
COLLECTIONS

During January & February your Genetic Advisor
will discuss this Heatime Upgrade opportunity
with you. Now is the time to consider all the
benefits a new Heatime system can offer, and
some of the new options SCR has added to their
product offering.

20

EMBRYO
GUARANTEE*
INCLUDES

Donor Housing
IVF Process
Freezing Fees

Utilize Our
Recipient
Heifers

In the fall of 2014 we offered our Heatime clients the opportunity to upgrade
their aging Heatime systems that relied on now outdated infrared technology to
the Long Distance(LD) Heatime system. This allowed them to take advantage
of the numerous benefits of Heatime LD technology, such as real-time data,
improved tag battery life and the ability to cover the farm with 1 tag reader
in most cases. A large number of Heatime clients took advantage of this
opportunity, and now 15 months later we’re happy to offer it again for those
who weren’t quite ready previously. When
Tyce Kootstra of Stradow Farms
old product is traded in, we offer 25% off the
in Ponoka, took advantage of our
purchase of replacement LD products, and we
upgrade program. He was also the
throw in a full 5 year extended tag warranty.

PACK
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EASY
PAYMENTS

Large herds looking to use Heatime as their
complete herd monitoring system, may want
to consider Heatime PRO, which is the Heatime
software on a PC rather than an independent
Heatime CPU box. Heatime PRO allows easier
data entry, more detailed data analysis and
enhanced interfacing options with other dairy
management softwares.

All Heatime 2 users that
are able to connect
internet to their Heatime
CPU (with a hard-wired
connection) should
also consider the new
HealthyCow24 (HC24)
app. This app is available
free of charge for android
or apple devices. It allows you
to view your Heatime data from
your phone or tablet wherever you are. This is especially handy for monitoring
Heatime systems that are located in a barn away from the main dairy facility.

We’re now carrying
13W LED Light Bulbs!

$1599/month

Contact us for more details.

BOVITEQ

BOX 40 | MILNER, BC
1.800.657.5613
WWW.BOVITEQWEST.COM

first western Canadian user of the
HC24 app, and is very happy with
the capabilities of his new Heatime
herd monitoring system.
He says, “I love our HT system, it’s
low maintenance and the collars
are easy to put on. Since installing
HT rumination, I’ve cut ovsynching
by almost 50%, as it’s a great way
to ensure cows are cycling by
tracking heats in early lactation.
I really enjoy the rumination
monitoring as it makes it easy to
catch cows that are getting sick
and monitor a sick cow’s recovery
through their rumination graph.
Being able to share the graph
with the vet is also very handy. I
love the Healthy Cow 24 app and
website. It’s so convenient to check
while I’m on the go to see who
needs to be bred; and it enhances
the use of the rumination data as
I can see the herd as a whole and
add notes about feed changes
or potential reasons for a drop in
daily rumination.”

SAVE UP TO
$170 OVER
LIFETIME OF
THE BULB!

•

Equivalent to a 75W
incandescent bulb
• Mimics Daylight
(5000K Temperature)
•

1200 Lumens
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Education Awards

WestGen is pleased to announce the recipients of the 2015 WestGen Education Awards.
Each of these selected students will receive $2000 to assist them with their post-secondary
agriculture studies. The selection committee was extremely pleased with the quality of
applicants this year and encourages those not selected to apply again next year. Supporting
youth and the development of the Western Canadian cattle industry are mandates of
WestGen’s Endowment Fund and we look forward to watching these students become
successful in each of their chosen career paths.

Mark Sweetnam, Winkler, MB

3rd year Animal Science Technology &
Agribusiness Diplomas, Lakeland College
After my stint at Lakeland College I plan on
returning home and working alongside my
parents to take some weight off of their
shoulders as they’ve worked extremely hard to
allow me to continue my education. I also plan
on continuing to travel to shows to help further
my knowledge of fitting cattle as well as to broaden my connections in the industry.
In the future I’d like to pass on my passion for good cattle to 4-H members as well as
continue my involvement with the WCC program.

Maryje Bikker, Barrhead, AB

1st Year Animal Science Technology Diploma,
Lakeland College
First I would like to thank WestGen for choosing
me as a recipient of their scholarship. Currently
I am enrolled in the animal science program at
Lakeland College. After I finish I hope to go back
to my family farm and continue working there.
I want to work to improve the genetics of our
herd, while also finding new ways to improve production. Also in the future I want
to start my own herd and establish a farm of my own.
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Daniel Isenschmid, Grunthal, MB

2nd year Animal Science Technology Diploma,
Lakeland College
In the future I will continue to contribute to
the western Canadian dairy industry by being
a proud Canadian dairy farmer who produces
milk in a progressive and sustainable manner.
I plan to carry on producing a quality product
that consumers can trust and rely on, as well
as to assist in continuing the advancement of
genetics and to increase profitability, all with the end goal of placing more milk in
the bulk tank more efficiently. I would like to thank WestGen for assisting me on my
academic journey and for helping to support my passion for the dairy industry.

Marlies Kerkhoven, Deroche, BC
1st year Livestock Production Diploma,
University of the Fraser Valley

Thank-you WestGen for selecting me as a
recipient of the WestGen Education Awards. I
am currently enrolled in the Livestock Production
Program at the University of the Fraser Valley
Chilliwack campus and also working part time
on my family’s dairy farm milking cows in the
mornings. After university I plan on honing
my skills on the farm and taking on more day to day responsibility especially in
the business aspect of the company. In the future I would endeavour to increase
consumer awareness of the dairy industry’s rules and regulations on animal welfare
and production to promote and support the healthy image of the industry.
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You can Build with

Snowman

Several years ago when Snowman first made his rise to the top of the
proof charts, based on a MACE conversion from his European daughter
evaluation, it was thought that his contribution to the breeding world
would be small. After all, he was already dead, and with only a very
small inventory of semen remaining, his chances would seemingly be
limited. Thanks to strategic use of a limited resource via ET Snowman
got his chances. In the end over 50 sons were sampled by Semex –
many more than by any other organization.
Snowman’s use in Canada as a sire of sons highlights the fact that while
he isn’t perfect by far, he does offer excellence in several key areas
that Canadian breeders demand more-so perhaps than our southern
neighbours. Snowman has always performed better on an LPI ranking
than the TPI. That’s because before modifications to both formulas last
year LPI had more weight on production and less on daughter fertility
and HerdLife which suited Snowman better. But further, within his Type
breakdown lies the answer to why he appealed to Canadian breeders.
Even today, Snowman is rated +18 for Heel Depth, +11 for Loin Strength
and is 7A for Thurl Placement – all traits not measured in the US. Add
that he lowers pins and lengthens as well as widens rear teats and it
becomes clearer why his sons would be popular here.
The opportunity as always with breeding is to take the good and protect
against areas that are not so strong. The Snowman sons that have
graduated to the daughter proven side of the proof sheet in December
allow you to do just that – build your own Snowman.
Let’s start with Chartroise SMURF (Snowman x Planet) who is the
highest for LPI among Canadian proven sons. Smurf delivers the
extraordinary production yields from both sides of
his pedigree along with Snowman-like exceptional
feet (+13 Heel Depth, +13 Rear Leg Rear View),
ideal rumps (+9 Pin Setting, 4L
Rump Angle, +11 Rump
Width and 7A Thurl
Placement). The
amazing production from
Smurf daughters is delivered
without need to sacrifice
on udder traits. Imagine over 2500 kg milk and
an 8S rating for Udder Depth. How do they do
it? The answer is in the rating for Rear Udder
10

Attachment Width: +16! In fact it is the most
noticeable thing about the Smurfs – they
have incredibly wide rear udders. Aggressive
feeders and moderate in their size, he is a
perfect free-stall kind of bull, delivering easykeeping kind of cows that stay out of trouble
and off lists that call for intervention. He is
definitely a bull to use and a credit to his sire.
Alpina Smurf Christina VG-85-2YR-CAN
Alpina Dairy Farm Ltd & Kristin Dahl, BC

Graduating with a US MACE proof,
American-Pride PENTAGON (Snowman
x Shottle) is Snowman’s top ranked daughter-proven son for
Conformation. At +15, he is also another Feet & Leg specialist (+14
with +9 Foot Angle and +13 Rear Leg Rear View). He sires strong dairy
frames (+9 Dairy Strength) and lowers pins (2L). He is better on health
traits than his sire delivering low cell counts (2.57) and above average
HerdLife (108) and Daughter Fertility (103) and he is above average for
Calving Ability (103). There’s lots to like about Pentagon!

If you like having a chance to make some red ones, Dymentholm S
SYMPATICO (Snowman x Planet) is definitely a good option. High
production (+1421 kg M), great feet & legs (+14), strong loins
(+5) and ideal pin setting (+9) make Sympatico a good choice for what
most herds need and definitely fits well on most red pedigrees. Note his
exceptional Calving Ability rating too (110). Sympatico has an impressive
Canadian proof and in fact looks even better in TPI terms.
Many breeders used Velthuis LET IT SNOW (Snowman x Planet) and he
delivers precisely what was expected: high yielding cows (+1642 Kg M,
+125kg F+P) with excellent overall Type (+12) and especially good Feet
& Legs (+11). He lengthens and widens rear teats (4L, 2W) and lowers
pins (6L). Many producers have made positive remarks about their Let
It Snow daughters and fully expected him to graduate back onto the
marketing list – so here he is!
Velthuis ACAPULCO (Snowman x Goldwyn) rounds out our Snowman
opportunities. He’s again a Milk (+1555 kg M) and Type (+14) specialist
and his Type profile is very attractive – especially his +17 for Feet & Legs.
They have great foot structure (+13 Heel Depth) and track extremely
straight (+16). He also widens teats (6W) and lengthens them
slightly (1L) and again also lowers pins (2L). An
easy-to-use bull but with bigger calves,
perhaps not on heifers.
It’s clear that this is the season to
build a Snowman. It’s fitting too
that your best options should be
found in Canada!
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Enroll in the GeneBank Program
The genetics business has changed. Aggressive strategies
involving genomic selection from deep pedigrees is
quickly becoming the norm. The price to play is high; the
investment needed to generate returns even higher while
strategies to spread risk require yet more finances. For
most, the regrettable but understandable decision has been
to sit on the sidelines.
WestGen, Western Canada’s Genetic Centre – your
company – can respond to a changing genetics industry
by recognizing its responsibility to members’ needs goes
beyond providing sire choices and consultative services. We
can organize a genetic program – the Genebank Program
– for members to help mitigate cost and to help manage
risk. And in the conceptual stage, testing the interest level
for such a program with western Canadian producers has
elicited an overwhelmingly positive response.
So what is the GeneBank Program? It is an initiative for
members to join with other members to share in the harvest
of embryos from an elite group of females at an affordable
price. WestGen, guided by its passionate genetics team, will
select and purchase a diverse group of females that surpass
high genetic standards and assemble them at Boviteq West.
There they will be enrolled in an intensive IVF program to
maximize embryo harvest, embryos that will be shared

12

among the members.
WestGen helps to defray
risk, provides minimum
guarantees in terms of
receipt of freezable and
non-freezable embryos
and even on pregnancies
where embryos are
implanted at Boviteq West.
WestGen also acts as coordinator and manages the IVF
process including sire selection in order to deliver to
western Canadian participants top-level LPI, Pro$ and TPI
replacements for their individual breeding and or marketing
programs. The process if proven successful, will be repeated
over and over again with an early stated goal of selecting a
female for purchase that was developed from the GeneBank
initiative in less than two years
There is genuine excitement for the initiative both internally
with staff and from customers. There will be a limited
number of spaces for participation in the inaugural team.
If the GeneBank program interests you contact your
WestGen Genetic Advisor to become part of this exciting
maiden voyage or if fully prescribed, to get your name in
for the next group of females.
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Winner’s Circle
Very Good First Lactation
Benbie Windbrook Chasity VG-87
Rockymountain Holsteins, AB

A sincere congratulations to all breeders and owners

Benthemmer Sailing Ronnie VG-85 Mosnang Lauthority Walker VG-85
Mosnang Holsteins Ltd. & Markus
Benthem Dairy Ltd., AB
*Beyer Lopportunist Sue 873 VG-85 Hehli, AB

Wouters Steady Groova VG-85
Wouters Dairy, AB

Beyer Dairy Ltd., AB

Lampada Jasper Carly EX-93
Fred Fornwald & Son Farms Ltd., SK
Rod York, SK
Lakefield Farm, MB
Derek Schellenberg, MB
Serli Holstein Ltd., MB

Continental Fever Maria VG-87
Continental Windbrook Dina VG-85 Bulrush Fever Kambria VG-85
Bulrush Holsteins, MB
Continental Holsteins, AB
Rockymountain Sid Marcela VG-87 Couleeview Police 889 VG-85
Rockymountain Sid Mercedes VG-86 Coulee View Farms, AB
Rockymountain Holsteins, AB
Crestomere Windy Day VG-85
Everett Simanton, AB
Wendon Goldwyn Aloha VG-87
Wendon Sid Rayette VG-87
*Decoy Lopportunist Marie VG-85
Wendon Fever Pixie VG-86
Van Der Kooij Dairy, AB
Wendon Goldwyn Savvy VG-85
Detimdale Murphy Sid VG-85
Wendon Holsteins, AB
Tim Hofstra, AB
Bernalta Sid Skittles VG-86
*Fortkipp Macomber Juno VG-85
Bernalta Dairy, AB
Hummel Farms, AB
Wendon Holsteins, AB
*Halarda Cupid Mark VG-85
Corlane Fever Barney VG-86
Halarda Farms Ltd., MB
Corlane Holsteins Ltd., AB

MS Chassity NU Complete VG-85
Westcoast Holsteins, BC
MS Dreary Dreamy VG-85
Northdale Dairy Farms Ltd., AB
Narfa Delicate Jem VG-85
Mission Trail Farms, MB
Narfa Farms Ltd., MB

*New Mars Macomber Paige VG-85
New Mars Dairy, AB
Novum Magda Fever 4444 VG-85
Novum Sannie Sympatio VG-85
Enterprises Lavoie (1999) Inc., AB
Pol Butte Windbrook Liberia VG-85
Lakeland College, AB
Rietben Sid Celebrate VG-85
Everett & Lee Simanton, AB

Hammingview Fever Mallory VG-85
Coytee Windbrook Baboo VG-86
Rockymountain Gold Lemon VG-85
Lucky Windbrook Susie VG-85
Tom Hofstra, AB
Rockymountain Holsteins, AB
Lucky Hill Dairy Ltd., AB
Rietveld Dairies Ltd., AB
Continental Holsteins, AB
Huntcliff
Stanleycup
Basil
VG-85
Donfield Sid Briget VG-86
Skycrest Drop Dead Gorgeous VG-85
Huntcliff Dairy, AB
Donfield SC Kristy VG-85
Skycrest Goldwyn Ladies Night VG-85
Donfield Farms Ltd., MB
Innislake SC Carmelle VG-85
Skycrest Jasper Sparkplug VG-85
Innislake Admiral Karollin VG-85
Skycrest Holsteins Ltd., AB
Innislake SC Fanta VG-86
Innislake Dairy Farm Ltd., AB
Spruce Lane Dairies Ltd., AB
Springbutte Mural Zena VG-85
Innislake Dairy Farm Ltd., AB
Jamevall May Lynn Goldwyn VG-85 Henry Slomp, AB
James Valley Hutterian Mutual Corp., MB
Lakefield Shadow Eve VG-86
Sweetridge Control Lindy VG-85
Lakefield Farm, MB
Lampada Talent Paulina VG-85
Sweetridge Doorman Curry VG-85
Harold & Miriam Sweetnam, MB
Moralta Windbrook Mooberry VG-86 Fred Fornwald & Sons Farms Ltd., SK
Moralta Sid Acerie VG-85
Larcrest Calamari VG-85
Thornspyc Lauthority Nikita VG-85
Neuday Stanleycup Delcie VG-85
Sunny Glade Farms Ltd., MB
Thornspyc Windbrook Loveable VG-85
Morinville Hutterite Colony, AB
Thornspyc Dairy – Van de Brake Family, AB
Larest Let It Hail VG-85
Mosnang Saloon Liquor VG-86
Southview Dairy, MB
Tourond Windbrook 177 VG-85
Mosnang Dude Lila VG-85
Suncrest Colony Ltd., MB
Marsfield Meridian Ivana VG-85
Mosnang Holsteins Ltd., AB
Marsfield Sid Amber VG-85
Vandel Windbrook Kate VG-85
Benner Brawler Jazzy VG-85
Gert & Sonja Schryver, AB
Lawrence & Bonnie Van Den Bossche, MB
Benner Holsteins Ltd., MB
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First Time Excellent

Wendon Goldwyn Diode EX-93
Wendon Jasper Devotion EX-92
Wendon Goldwyn Precious EX-90
Wendon Holsteins, AB
Marsfield Denzel Kimmy EX-92
Marsfield Denzel Bonnie EX-91
Marsfield Jasper Samantha EX-90
Gert & Sonja Schryver, AB
Neuday Zircon Glitz EX-92
Continental Holsteins, AB
Bernalta Goldwyn Winnie EX-91
Straub & Son Dairy Ltd., AB
Deerhaven Vim Tee Off EX-91
Glenda Mutrie, AB
New Mars Dolman Duel EX-91
New Mars Dairy Ltd., AB
*Allynn Stimulus Marge EX-90
Mike Wildeboer, AB
Benthemmer Ashlar Emma EX-90
September Dairy, AB

Crestomere Gibson Love EX-90
Everett Simanton, AB

Rynview Judith 9 Income
121,878kg 3.4%F 3.2%P
Detimdale Jasmine Samuelo EX-90 Rynview Farm Inc., SK
Tim Hofstra, AB
Delaine Income Addison
121,578kg 3.5%F 3.0%P
Huntshaven Denzel Lilith EX-90
Postma Dairy Ltd., SK
Morinville Hutterite Colony, AB
Innislake Ashlar Clementina EX-90
Innislake Dairy Farm Ltd., AB
Marylander Terrason Mary EX-90
Marylander Holsteins, AB
Nifera Promar Porsha EX-90
Nifera Holsteins, AB
Robhar Tribute Larra EX-90
John & Victoire Stefkovic, MB

Super 3 Awards
Blossomdairy Vittorio Rose
BCAs: 290 307 324
Blossom Dairy Ltd., BC
Malawyk Arbor 031
BCAs: 337 320 300
W&N Vander Wyk Bros., BC
Romsons Mr Burns Dawn
BCAs: 276 302 316
Will & Rob Rommens Dairies Ltd., AB
Triwest Arlene Salto 702
BCAs: 350 338 312
Triwest Farms Ltd.,BC

Longtime Production

Benthemmer Teeoff Harmony EX-90 CLI030 Gilbert Rachel
132,356kg 3.6%F 3.0%P
Benthem Dairy Ltd., AB
Cliffview Farms Ltd., BC
Bienert B Goldwyn Hope EX-90
Kessel Midge
Wendon Holsteins, AB
130,260kg 3.5%F 3.1%P
*Bluesand Oxblood Success EX-90
Kessel Family Farm, SK
Twinairview Holsteins Ltd., MB
Hyljon Morty Cazy 325
Bulrush Stallion Kade EX-90
123,840kg 3.2%F 2.8%P
Bulrush Holsteins, MB
Frueh Farms Ltd., BC
Corlane Bonair Charm EX-90
Corlane Holsteins Ltd., AB

Carison Rudolph 737
117,936kg 2.8%F 3.2%P
Kings Lake Colony Farming Co. Ltd., AB
Wedgwood Outside Reva
116,665kg 3.5%F 3.0%P
Wedgwood Holsteins, BC
Lone Pine Gibson Jewel
113,126kg 3.7%F 3.2%P
Bertens Holsteins Ltd., BC
Vedderlea Freelance Marcy
110,181kg 4.2%F 3.3%P
Vedderlea Farm Ltd., BC
*Kooldale 195 Monetti
109,781kg 3.2%F 3.2%P
Kooldale Farms Ltd., BC
Tonesa Amanda Storm 597
108,910kg 4.3%F 3.2%P
Tonesa Holsteins Ltd., BC
Appel Lheros Spacey
108,327kg 3.9%F 3.4%P
Appel Dairies Ltd., BC
Ubyssey Allen Popsicle 5049
108,142kg 3.9%F 3.1%P
UBC Dairy Education & Research Centre, BC
PDF Gibson Kissimee
107,633kg 4.2%F 3.3%P
Prairie Diamond Farm, SK
*Romyns Lonny Iona
107,527kg 3.6%F 3.2%P
Romyn-Hill Farm Ltd., BC
Westernrose 858 Spirte
104,378kg 3.9%F 3.3%P
Rose Gate Dairy Farms Ltd., BC
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Winner’s Circle
A sincere congratulations to all breeders and owners
MEI046 Charisma 966
102,790kg 4.0%F 3.1%P
U&D Meier Dairy #1 Ltd., BC
Triwest Vicky Income
102,283kg 3.3%F 3.2%P
Triwest Farms Ltd., BC
New Mars Stormatic Brooklet
101,919kg 4.2%F 3.2%P
New Mars Dairy Ltd., AB
Daridelite Outside Marmalade
101,902kg 3.9%F 3.1%P
Dari Delite Farm Ltd., BC
*Shaddai Delbert Daisy
101,109kg 3.4%F 3.0%P
El-Shaddai Dairies Ltd., AB
Marsfield Spirte Evelyn
100,296kg 4.5%F 3.2%P
Gert & Sonja Schryver, AB

Star Brood Awards
Gen-I-Beq Morty Barbie 22*
Benner Holsteins Ltd., MB
Wikkerink Rudolph Sophia 16*
Willswikk Lheros Denise 7*
J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., BC

Comestar Lausinady Goldwyn 8*
Westar Holsteins, BC
Elmbridge Goldwyn Darling 6*
Hamming Holsteins Ltd., BC
Altappel FBI Glenda 5*
Spruce Lane Dairies Ltd., AB

Smithden Goldwyn Alexandra 14*
Benbie Holsteins Ltd., SK
Duane G. Zimmer, AB

Kawartha Lee Daisy Duke 5*
Kawartha Holsteins, ON
Balgonie Holsteins Ltd., SK

Penlow Georgette Outside 10*
Bradner R Farms, BC

Lindved Charis Lee 4*
Suncountry Holsteins Ltd., BC

Serli Skybuck Catherine 10*
Serli Holstein Ltd., MB
Rumardale Holsteins, MB

Poelman Skychief Rickilee 4*
Sunny Vale Farm Ltd., BC

Sunnyhome Goldwyn Marcie 10*
Sunnyhome Farms Ltd., BC

*denotes daughters that resulted from
her sire’s sampling period.

Poelman Brenda R Storm 9*
Stanhope-Wedgwood, BC

CONGRATULATIONS
Our lucky jacket winners are
VanKammen Farms Ltd., AB
Pennwood Dairy Inc., MB
WANT TO WIN A JACKET?
All dairy producers who purchase
semen are entered into a bi-monthly
draw to be eligible to win.

UPCOMING CLASSIFICATION
January: British Columbia (MR)
February: Alberta & Manitoba
Have a classifier request a G-Mate for
your herd from WestGen for FREE!!
The WestGen Bullseye
Box 40, Milner, BC, Canada V0X 1T0
tel 604.530.1141 | toll free 1.800.563.5603
fax 604.534.3036 | www.westgen.com

